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UBS trims target for Thomas Cook as it stays
conservative on value potential of airline disposal

Price:

10.3p

Market Cap:

£158.19M

1 Year Share Price Graph

UBS has trimmed its target price for Thomas Cook Group PLC (LON:TCG) to
32p from 34p as it gave a conservative assessment to the potential value of a
disposal of the group's airline business.
In a note, the investment bank said that it believed the airline's equity value
could be worth between £200mln-£600mln, a "more conservative" valuation
that the market expectation of between £900mln-£1bn.
READ: Thomas Cook suggests possible sale of airline business as it posts
wider quarterly loss
Analysts added that a possible drag on the equity of the airline could be the
£364mln pension deficit from its German airline Condor.

Share Information

Post-airline disposal, UBS said in order to see "a meaningful and sustainable
upside" there would either need to be a disposal implying a 100% equity value
of the airline at around £1bn, which they considered unlikely, or have investors
be willing to give the company's tour operator business credit for "100 [basis
points of] margin improvement".
"Both of these assumptions seem difficult to achieve considering the current
market environment in the tour operator industry is challenging, with
overcapacity in several of the markets."
The bank also retained its 'Neutral' rating on the stock, adding that the target
price cut reflected lower margins in the tour operator business.
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Company Synopsis:
Thomas Cook Group is one of the largest
travel
operators
in
Europe.

READ: TUI AG no longer outshines Thomas Cook after shock profit warning
The downbeat assessment was in stark contrast to competitor TUI AG
(LON:TUI), which was leading the FTSE 100 risers into late-morning, up 4.8%
at 957p, after Bank of America Merrill Lynch resumed coverage of the firm at a
'Buy' rating, erasing some of the losses from last week after the stock plunged
on news of a shock profit warning.
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Thomas Cook shares were down 2.3% at 28p.
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published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any
specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential,
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advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company related products,
and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that contributors
may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases where the
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guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
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